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Abstract 
Automatic detection of different cardiac abnormalities is an emerging field of study in assistive diagnosis technology for cardiac 
diseases.  Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a kind of arrhythmia which increases risk of heart attack especially to the older people. 
Detection of AF at the early stage may cause prevention of serious stoke. This paper presents a method of automatic detection of 
AF by using higher order statistical moments of ECG signal in Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) domain. The proposed 
technique operates in two stages. First stage consists of decomposition of denoised ECG into intrinsic mode functions (IMF) and 
derives the statistical parameters like variance and standard deviation for classification from each IMF. In the second s tage these 
features are used by a supervised classifier to distinguish between normal and AF ECG rhythms. The performance of this method 
is tested with the MIT-BIH arrhythmia data base. Possibility to use different IMFs is also tested and 96% sensitivity is achieved 
in IMF 4.  
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the University of Kalyani, Department of Computer Science & Engineering. 
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1. Introduction 
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia caused by the irregular conduction of impulses to the 
ventricles. It may sustain for a minute or a day long. More risk may be caused by the AF are cardiovascular and 
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metabolic comorbidities like hypertension, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, and myocardial 
infarction [1, 2].  
In comparison to normal sinus rhythm, AF rhythm is mainly characterized by the absence of P wave where the 
conventional P waves are replaced by rapid oscillation of fibrillatory waves in the ratio 2:1, 4:1 [3] that are varying 
in amplitude, shape and time of occurrence. Another important characteristic of the AF wave is the irregular RR 
intervals (figure 1) which are caused due to uncoordinated electrical impulses that disrupt the steady atrial activation 
in the heart. 
 Various works have been done to detect the AF beats from the ECG signal by using characteristic features along 
with a specialized classification algorithm. XiuhuaRuan et al. [4] and K Tateno et.al. [5] have developed a method 
based on irregularity of RR interval. But there is a possibility of misinterpretation of AF if only RR interval feature 
is considered as the same feature alters in other cardiac abnormalities like Premature Ventricular Construction 
(PVC). A model based analysis of features is also proposed in [6], [7] with a sequential analysis of atrial activity in 
ECG signals. By coupling genetic programming with orthogonal least squares (GP/OLS) and simulated annealing 
(GP/SA) based optimization is also applied to the detection of atrial fibrillation episodes in [8]. This method 
provides good detection accuracy at the cost of more mathematical complexity with higher computational cost. 
 
 
Fig. 1. RR interval and P peaks of atrial fibrillation rhythm. 
In this work a new technique is proposed to detect the AF by Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) based 
analysis. EMD is a fully data driven signal decomposition technique mostly applied for analysis of morphologically 
complicated non-stationary signals like ECG. The detail of the process is explained in section 2.2. Apart from RR 
intervals, P wave morphology is abruptly changed in AF. Hence P wave related features are used in the proposed 
algorithm. Statistical feature[9] has been used to which can discriminate the AF episode from the normal sinus 
rhythm. Variance of the selected Intrinsic Mode Function differs significantly for either rhythm. Supervised learning 
based classification technique is used for discrimination of Atrial Fibrillation from normal sinus rhythms. 
2. Methods 
The proposed method of detection involves two steps. In the first step a filtering of ECG signal and feature 
extraction technique has been described. Second section mainly comprised of AF classification based on the 
characteristic of P-wave. 
2.1. ECG signal processing and SQ interval selection 
It is required to filter the ECG signal before extracting the features as it contains various kinds of noises such as 
electromyographic noise, power frequency noise, baseline wondering etc. The signal is filtered with a standard 
Butterworth band pass filter of pass band frequency 0.5Hz to 45Hz[10] to remove above-mentioned high and low 
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frequency noises. In this proposed work, section of the ECG signal between two R peaks is selected to obtain the 
percentage of distortion of the P wave of a cycle.  
2.2. Feature extraction  
The ECG data used for this study contain various sets of normal rhythm and AF rhythm of different person. 
Among this data 102 different cycles of normal rhythm and 63 different cycles for AF rhythms are arbitrarily chosen 
from the different data sets. Each cycle contain duration between two R-peaks, from S peak of one rhythm to Q peak 
of the next rhythm. This particular cycle is decomposed into various IMF as describe below. 
EMD is a procedure of obtaining modulated pattern from a time domain data. This pattern is called IMFs [11]. 
This method has been used in other field like Oceanography, Geography, Medicine, fault diagnosis etc. S pal et al 
[17] has been used EMD technique for removable of noise from ECG signal. In this work EMD is first time used for 
the feature extraction of AF rhythm.  The steps of Empirical Mode decomposition of any signal )(tx are 
1. At first all the local maxima and minima of a given signal are identified. 
2. Cubic spline interpolation is used to connect all the local maxima and thus upper envelope of mother signal 
is constructed. 
3. This procedure is repeated for the local minima to produce the lower envelope. 
4. The mean 1m  of upper and lower envelope is calculated and the difference 1d  between the signal )(tx   and 
1m is computed as )(1 td , i.e. 
)()( 11 tdmtx    
5. If 1d satisfies the condition of IMF, then 1d  is the first frequency and amplitude modulated oscillatory mode 
of )(tx . 
6. If 1d is not an IMF, then the shifting process described in step (1), (2), (3) are repeated on 1d .  
Thus 11d is calculated as, 
)(11111 tdmd            (1) 
In which 11m is the mean of upper and low envelope value of 1d  
7. Let after k cycles of operation, kd1 becomes an IMF, that is  
)(11)1(1 tdmd kkk            (2) 
8. Then, it is designated as kdc 11  , the first IMF component from the origin data. 
9. Subtracting 1c from )(tx , 1r  is calculated as, 
11 )( ctxr            (3) 
Which is treated as the original data for the next cycle. 
10. Repeating the above process for n times n no. of IMFs are obtained along with the final residue nr . The 
decomposition process can be stopped when nr  becomes a monotonic function, from which no more IMF 
can be extracted. A popular stopping criteria is to have the value of normalized standard difference(NSD) 
within a predefined  threshold where  
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Residue nr  is the mean trend of )(tx . IMFs nccc ,.......2,1 represent the finally obtained amplitude and frequency 
modulated output set. Their frequency gradually decreases as the order of the IMFs increases. It is already 
mentioned that in normal sinus rhythm, all the characteristic waves of ECG signal are properly visible whereas, in 
AF rhythms the P wave is distorted. Hence in the IMFs, these changes are to be reflected. 
Based on the above algorithm the derived IMFs of one normal sinus rhythm and AF affected rhythm is shown in 
fig.2 
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Fig. 2. IMFs of Normal and AF rhythm 
It is observed from the figure 2 that, there is a variation of peaks of the IMF for normal and AF rhythm as 
expected. In case of normal rhythm the oscillations due to T and P peaks are prominent in IMFs leading to large 
positive peaks of the IMFs at the beginning and end compare to middle. But for AF rhythm due to absence of P 
peaks, the amplitudes of the IMFs are decreasing in nature towards the end. Thus if the peaks are connected by 
straight lines, the slope of the line will be gradually increasing in case of normal beats and decreasing for AF 
rhythms (fig3).  
 
 
Fig. 3. Plot of the slope of the IMF peaks 
There are 6 to 8 IMFs obtain from each cycle (RR interval) of the selected ECG signal depending upon the 
complexity of the signal. Among these IMFs, no. 3, 4, 5 are identified for the present study as the morphology of P 
wave is prominent in these IMFs. This is also supported by visual inspection. The positive halves of IMFs are 
considered to measure the changes between the normal and AF rhythm (fig4). 
2.3. P- wave detection 
The absence of the P- wave in the ECG rhythm is one of the important characteristics of AF. Instead a relatively 
small amplitude fibbrillatory wave is present. Because of this fact IMFs of AF and normal rhythm are showing a 
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distinct feature. It is evident from the figure 3 that the oscillation of the signal towards the end of the proposed test
section of ECG is more in normal beats in comparison to the AF beats.
Fig. 4. Positive halves of the selected IMFs
In this work, higher order statistical parameters such as variance and standard deviation are used to classify the 
ECG signal in EMD domain. It is used to measure the variation of each cycle of the selected and rectified IMFs
around the mean value. It is evident from figure 4 that, towards the end amplitude of IMFs of normal and AF
rhythms are different. Variance and standard deviation measure the percentage of changes in IMF amplitude. It 
measured as follows
For an N point data standard deviation V is given as
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Where ix and μ is thi value and mean value of the set respectively. Whereas variance is the square of the 
standard deviation i.e. 2V . Variance is calculated and normalized for all the selected IMFs (fig.5). Variance profile
indicates that, for normal rhythm it is minimum at the middle of the graph and increases at the end from 50 to 100%.
Whereas percentage of variance at the end is remain within 0 to 40%. It reflects at the end variance is increasing for
NSR and decreasing in nature for AF rhythm. Main reason of this characteristic lies in the fact that presence of a
prominent P-peak for NSR which is absent in case of AF wave and replace byfibrillatory waves.
3. Classification
The irregularity of P- wave has been used to classify the fibrillatory wave from the normal wave. It is very 
difficult to detect the presence of P- wave, as its amplitude is very small. Empirical mode decomposition and higher 
order statistics like standard deviation and variance are used to classify the signals in [12]. In this study this feature 
being used and empirical mode decomposition technique is used to extract the feature. Statistical parameter like
standard deviation and variance are used to classification of the signals.
It shown in the fig.4 that, ends of the selected IMFs and variance of the last cycle (fig.5) are increasing in nature 
for natural rhythm and decreasing for AF.  This feature is motivated to select the variance of last two cycle is
selected and average of them is plotted against the corresponding standard deviation. For the scatter three different
IMF as 3rd, 4th and 5th are selected among the IMFs obtained by EMD.
For the classification of normal and AF rhythm decision function [13] is computed as given below:
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1. The mean value is calculated for the standard deviation and variance from the normal and AF training data 
set. The mean value for the training data set are (80.94 70.18) and (35.69 17.01) for normal and AF group 
respectively for IMF 3. 
 
Fig. 5. Plot of Variance of normal and AF rhythm. 
2. The equation of the straight line joining the two coordinate is computed. The normal bisector of this line is 
the optimal linear decision function. 
3. The equation of the linear decision function is given by 
08.6359.11   YX          (8) 
The decision rule is as follows: 
8.6359.11  YX If > 0 beat under test is Normal 
   And if  ≤ 0 beat under test is AF 
Similarly decision function is calculated for IMF4 and IMF5. Training is done with 102 normal and 63 AF 
rhythms as shown in fig 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Scatter plot of stander deviation Vs. Variance (a) IMF3; (b) IMF4; (c) IMF5 
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4. Result 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, its detection accuracy is analysed and compare to other 
state-of-the-art algorithms. For the measurement the AF detection accuracy of the proposed algorithm, it is used the 
MIT-BIH AF database of 30 minute duration. This proposed algorithm is tested with total 110 cycles of normal 
rhythm and 68 cycles of AF rhythm. In order to measure the performance of this work sensitivity (SN) and 
specificity (SP) are calculated for all the selected IMFs. It is calculated as follows. 
FNTP
TPSE  
 
FPTN
TNSP  
 
Where true positive (TP): AF is classified as AF; true negative (TN): non-AF is classified as non-AF; false 
negative (FN): AF is classified as non-AF; false positive (FP): non-AF is classified as AF. Based on this result 
shows in table1. This shows sensitivity of 4th IMF is maximum, whereas specificity is maximum for 3rd. But result 
based on the 5th IMF is very poor. A comparison with other few previously published algorithms onthe MIT-BIH 
AF database is listed in Table 2. The proposedalgorithm shows a moderate result in compare to other published 
result. 
Table 1.Performance result of the scatter plot 
IMF No. Sensitivity (SE) Specificity (SP) 
3 94.72 94.87 
4 96.14 93.51 
5 87.81 83.07 
Table 2. Comparison of algorithm performance 
Method Sensitivity (SE) Specificity (SP) 
XiuhuaRuan [4] 100 100 
J. Lee et  al [5] 97.41 97.54 
Eric Helfenbein et al [6] 76 97 
S Dash et al [14] 94 95 
Tran Thong [15] 89 91 
Francisco Rinc´on [16] 96 93 
Richard P. M [19] 96 90 
Proposed algorithm 96 93 
5. Conclusion  
This paper presents a method to detect atrial fibrillation rhythm by using the irregularity of P-wave feature. The 
proposed method uses the segment of the ECG signal between two R peaks. Though the variation of R to R interval 
is an important indication of AF but is not unique. Hence P wave texture based feature is considered here. EMD 
based signal decomposition technique is a versatile tool to analyze a signal presently being applied in many areas 
including biomedical signal processing. In this research this method is used to extract the lack of oscillatory nature 
of P wave section in AF waves. Higher order statistical parameters like variance and standard deviation are used to 
quantify the difference of oscillations present in normal sinus rhythm and AF rhythm. These statistical parameters 
show good difference in magnitude leading to better classification using conventional training-testing based 
supervised classification technique. Hence the proposed algorithm can be applied to identify the instant of change in 
rhythm from normal to AF of a cardiac patient under observation. 
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This proposed technique is more advantageous with respect to other because EMD technique which is used for 
feature extraction also can use for noise elimination [17]. Hence single tool perform multiple roll in the process, 
where as other technique may show little higher sensitivity but uses different method for signal processing and 
feature extraction.  
The proposed method can be used to detect other cardiac rhythms like atrial bradycardia, ventricular tachycardia 
etc. and the study can be extended to identify different rhythmic abnormalities using a single classifier in intensive 
cardiac care units and in holter monitoring. 
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